Villa Montessori Preschool Of Columbus Ohio
Opens New Infant Classroom
July 02, 2018
Villa Montesssori Preschool and Tamye Crutchfield, School Director are proud to announce that they
have launched a new infant room at the school. The Villa Montessori Preschool classroom opened on
July 1, 2018. The minimum age for infant students is twelve months. The facility which will house the
classroom is the Columbus, Ohio location. The Villa Montessori Preschool facility in Columbus, Ohio
is unique in its approach and is intended for the adventurous and curious child up to age six.
According to Tamye Crutchfield, School Director, "Our Montessori classrooms are simply and
beautifully designed to inspire curiosity, promote hands-on learning experiences, and build selfconfidence. After all, the preschool years set the foundation for a lifetime of learning."
She continues, "We have been implementing integrated Reggio and Montessori which are at the top
of the list of inspiring curricula around the world. The dynamic teachers and classrooms are designed
to expose youngsters to obtain experiences which will remain with them long into the school years."
When a child is challenged and their unique interests are cultivated, it is amazing how much the
youngster can learn and grow. Parents who want their child to be challenged by an environment
which allows for the unexpected, intriguing and innovative should come to the facility for further
details.
The Polaris location of the Preschool is central for families throughout Columbus and the surrounding
region. The service area includes Worthington, Canal Winchester, Westerville, Gahanna, Dublin,
Easton, Delaware, Upper Arlington, Lewis Center, Hiliard, Galena and New Albany.
Learn more about the Montessori curriculum and the new classroom by visiting the preschool.
Members of the press and others who have further questions about the information in this press
notice are invited to contact Tamye Crutchfield, School Director at their Columbus location provided
here: https://goo.gl/maps/7qyp6exeoRv
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